Evaluation and Comparison of Biomechanical Properties of a New “PRP Loop” with that of Opus Loop and L-Loop - a FEM Study
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Closure of space is a salient factor in orthodontic treatment. Friction and frictionless mechanics are the methods of extraction space closure. Retraction loops eg. T loop, Opus loop, K Sir loop, L loop etc used force system as frictionless mechanics. An attempt has been made to blend the design of both Opus and L loops to form a new loop called “PRP loop” so that the beneficial properties of L loop and Opus loop can be integrated into the new loop. This study is therefore undertaken to evaluate the biomechanical effect of PRP loop and compare it to the “L loop and Opus loop”.

Objectives: To evaluate and compare the moment to force ratio of PRP loop, Opus loop and L loop fabricated in “0.019×0.025 inch” and “0.017×0.025 inch” “TMA wire with and” without any “preactivation bends” and to “compare the moment to force ratio” of PRP loop with “Opus loop”, and L loop fabricated in 0.019×0.025 wire with those fabricated in 0.017×0.025 wire.

Methodology: PRP loop, “L loop and Opus loop” will be fabricated in “0.019×0.025 and 0.017×0.025 inch TMA wire” without pre activation bends. Using the dHAL software moment to force ratio will be calculated for PRP loop of “0.019×0.025 inch” and “0.017×0.025 inch” “TMA wire with and” without different degrees of alpha pre-activation bends.
Ansys 16.0 finite element analysis software will be used to form the loops of three dimensional model after that the forces and moments in all three dimensions will be studied.

**Expected Result:** The moment to force of PRP loop will be evaluated to so that optimum force level can be determined to prove its clinical efficiency.

**Conclusion:** No such study has been done on PRP loop. Hence, a study is planned to evaluate and compare the “biomechanical properties of PRP loop with that of Opus loop and L loop”
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### 1. INTRODUCTION

Closure of space is a salient factor in orthodontic treatment [1]. Closure of extraction space is carried out by the anterior teeth retraction and posterior teeth protraction, depends upon the type of anchorage [2]. Friction and frictionless mechanics are the methods of extraction space closure in pre adjusted “edgewise appliance” treatment [3]. The major benefit is dissipation of force is not their by friction in frictionless mechanics. Retraction loops eg. T loop, Opus loop, K Sir loop, L loop etc used force system as frictionless mechanics. The retraction loop should be easy to fabricate and have an appropriate size in the vestibule. For translatory movement of tooth, retraction loop must have high moment to force ratio to maintain desired force level for a longer period of time [4]. There are different modification in the “loop design, degree of bends, dimension, types and material of arch wire”. The fabrication of L loop is simple, but the “moment to force ratio” of loop is not adequate. Opus loop introduced by Dr Raymond Siatowski inherently produces moment to force ratio close to 10:1 [5] but the major demerit with this type of retraction loop is that it causes tissue impingement. An attempt has been made to blend the design of both Opus and L loops to form a new loop called “PRP loop” so that the beneficial properties of L loop and Opus loop can be integrated into the new loop. In order to use the PRP loop for maximum clinical efficiency, its biomechanical properties need to be analysed. There is no analysis done yet about the biomechanical properties of PRP loop. This study is therefore undertaken to “evaluate the biomechanical effect” of PRP loop and compare it to the “L loop and Opus loop”.

### 2. AIM AND OBJECTIVES

#### 2.1 Aim

To evaluate and compare the biomechanical properties of PRP loop with that of Opus loop and L loop.

#### 2.2 Objectives

1. To evaluate the “moment to force ratio” of PRP loop, “Opus loop and L loop” fabricated in “0.019×0.025 inch” TMA wire with and without any “preactivation bends”

2. To evaluate the “moment to force ratio” of PRP loop, “Opus loop and L loop” fabricated in “0.017×0.025 inch” TMA wire with and without any “preactivation bends”.

3. To compare the “moment to force ratio” of PRP loop with “Opus loop, and L loop” fabricated in “0.019×0.025 inch and 0.017×0.025-inch wire” with and without preactivation bends.

4. To compare the “moment to force ratio” of PRP loop with “Opus loop, and L loop” fabricated in “0.019×0.025 wire with those fabricated in 0.017×0.025 wire”.

**Study design:** FEM study.

### 3. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study will be carried out in the department of Orthodontics and Dentofacial Orthopaedics, Sharad Pawar Dental College, Sawangi (M), Wardha with the technical assistance from the Department of Mechanical Engineering IIT Goa. Approval has been obtained from the Ethical committee (with reference no.)

PRP loop, “L loop and Opus loop” will be fabricated in “0.019×0.025 and 0.017×0.025 inch TMA wire” without pre activation bends. The need for precise evaluation in loops led to more advanced studies like finite element analysis being used in orthodontics [6-7].

Using the dHAL software moment to force ratio will be calculated for PRP loop of “0.019×0.025 inch and 0.017×0.025 inch TMA wire” with and without different degrees of alpha preactivation bends.

Ansys 16.0 finite element analysis software will be used to form the loops of three dimensional
model after that the forces and moments in all three dimensions will be studied.

Dimensions of the loop models will be based on the prescription given by their respective author:

**L loop:** occluso-gingival height will be kept 10 mm and mesio-distally extended to 10 mm (Fig. 1).

**Opus loop:** occluso-gingival height will be kept 10 mm and mesio-distally extended to 10 mm (Fig. 2).

**PRP loop:** occluso-gingival height will be kept 10 mm and mesio-distally extended to 10 mm (Fig. 3).

The horizontal length (distance between anterior and posterior nodes) will be kept 2 mm, 3 mm and 5 mm considering the inter-bracket distance from 2nd premolar mid-point to the canine midpoint.

Loop models will be prepared in “0.019×0.025 inch and 0.017×0.025 inch TMA wire”.

Following loop models will be prepared for the study:

1) Opus loop in “0.019×0.025 inch TMA wire with 0° alpha preactivation bend”.
2) L loop in “0.019×0.025 inch TMA wire with 0° alpha preactivation bend”.
3) RP loop in “0.019×0.025 inch TMA wire with 30° alpha preactivation bend”.
4) PRP loop in “0.017×0.025 inch TMA wire with 30° alpha preactivation bend”.

---

**Fig. 1. L- LOOP**

**Fig. 2. OPUS LOOP**

**Fig. 3. PRP LOOP**
4. METHODOLOGY

1. The 3D modelling of the PRP loop “0.019×0.025 inch” and “0.017×0.025 inch” TMA wire will be done using either SOLIDWORKS or CATIA software and the 3D design of loop will be saved in .stl format.
2. Then the saved 3D design will be imported to the HYPERMESH software where the meshing of the model will be done.
3. The meshed model will be imported in the ANSYS 16.0 software or FEA where the material property (“young’s modulus, poisson’s ratio” etc.) as well as geometric properties of the element (length, area etc) will be defined. Loop Geometric will be characterized into nodes and beam elements for the purpose of analysis.
4. Then the boundary conditions will be applied along with the definition of the loading on the model with and without alpha preactivation bends.
5. The software will start the solution process by computing the unknown values of the primary variables.
6. Then the computed values will be used to compute variables such as reaction forces, deformation etc.
7. In the post processing part the result will be interrogated and various modifications can be done for verifying and validating the results.

5. EXPECTED RESULTS

The moment to force of PRP loop will be evaluated to so that optimum force level can be determined to prove its clinical efficiency.

6. DISCUSSION

This study will be designed to enhance the use of PRP loop by knowing its biomechanics and then we will compare this with Opus loop and L-loop.

Ray Vanderby, Charles burstone et al. [8] analysed F/M ratio of the three retraction loops L loop, T loop and rectangular loop from "0.010×0.021 inch SS wire"(stainless steel). standardized loop height was 6 mm. The activation of 1mm, 2mm and 3 mm were done on loops. The result was that with increase in activation the anterior to posterior ratio of the moments decreases, but in rectangular loop ratio was more horizontal which shows its superiority.

Mohammad Reza Safavi, Allahyar Geramy, Amir kamyar khezri [9] compared the moment to ratio of opus loop, T loop and L and vertical helical closing loop with FEM in segmented arch. Loops were made with "0.016×0.022 inch" Stainless steel wire. Preactivation bends of 10 were generated in all loops except opus loop. The M/F ratio, vertical and horizontal forces were recorded in different mm intervals of activation. Result shows that by L-loop highest vertical and horizontal forces was produced and by VHC loop lowest forces was produced by VHC loop. There is marked difference in moment to force ratio with preactivation bends and without any preactivation moment to force ratio is low or constant on activation [10]. Highest moment to force were seen in T loop and Opus loop without preactivation bends. Few related studies were reviewed [11-12].

7. CONCLUSION

No such study has been done on PRP loop. Hence, a study is planned to evaluate and compare the biomechanical properties of PRP loop with that of Opus loop and L loop.
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